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Mission Statement

The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and further
the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage competition in
Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Elec-
tric categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored events and sanctioning
“Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the exchange of technical informa-
tion, instruction and experience; and participate in demonstrations of electric pro-
pulsion in area-wide model aviation events.

AMA Charter Club 3078

2004 Officers:

Committees
Secretary
760-583-1926

Membership
858-792-5906

Editor
760-967-7259

Video Librarian
858-453-4249

Raffle
760-753-1055

Flight Insructor
858-272-6882

President
619-865-5929

Vice President
858-487-6940

Treasurer
858-674-1378

At Large
858-274-7322

Safety
619-284-0816

At Large
760-583-1926

At Large
619-427-6392

David Pitcairn
 dtpitcairn@aol.com

Michael Blott
mblott@san.rr.com

Michael Neale
         michaelwneale@earthlink.net

Chuck Grim
rcelectfly@aol.com

Steve Neu
          SNEU@aol.com

David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

Tim Attaway
trattaway@cox.net

Board of Directors

web site: http://sefsd.org/

David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

Pandi Bala
pandi@san.rr.com

Bill Fee
dwfee@cox.net

Uranna Greene
ugreene@san.rr.com

Bill Everitt
Billeveritt@cs.com

Pedro Brantuas
pedro@san.rr.com
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Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Latitude  32.7625480  Longitude  1721415

Zip Code  92109
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San Diego Electroglide
May 29, 2004   Don Wemple
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Pilot  Model  Toss 1  Toss 2  Toss 3  Total

Russ Parks                             Last Down II                    29                      74                    19                  122

Eric Bean                               Poly Sergio                         0                      90                    17                  107

Dave Kemper                        Pulsar 2000M                     0                      63                    16                    79

Roger Pedersen                     Pulsar 2000M                   27                        0                    15                    42

Sean Belknap                         Filip V                                0                        0                    37                    37

Oran Bloodsworth                 Sky Sergio                          1                     7 0                    13                    30

Fred Dougherty                      Ascent                             16                        0                     13                    29

Don Wemple                          Systole                             21                        0                      0                    21

Bob Anson                             Ascent                               0                        0                    15                    15

Not a soul scored any points on landings!  It looks
as though it’s “back to the drawing boards” for all of us
to get some landing practice so that we can score some
points next month.  Admittedly, the wind was “flukey”
and seemed to gust up unexpectedly, creating an
excessive number of off field landings, but we’ve got to
learn to take this into consideration and carry that extra
speed to get back to the field, if not into the landing circles
for scores!

And speaking of next month, by popular demand, we are
going to initiate a second Electroglide Event!       

 We’ll call it the “Open Electroglide.”  Rules will be
the same as for the Electroglide except that any
brushed motor can be used, and motor run will be
limited to 25 seconds.  I’ve got a 5-year old Astro
Challenger that I’m going to dust off and give it a
try.  I hope that many of you will join me.  This
event will start at 10:30, immediately following the
Electroglide.  
The next Electroglide is Saturday, June 26th.  The
first toss  at 9:30, first toss for the Open at 10:30.
 Join us!

A day without sunshine is like ... night.

On the other hand, you have different fingers.

I just got lost in thought. It was unfamiliar territory.

42.7% of all statistics are made up on the spot.

I feel like I’m diagonally parked in a parallel universe.

Honk if you love peace and quiet.

Remember, half the people you know are below average.

He who laughs last, thinks slowest.

Depression is merely anger without enthusiasm.

More Comments on Life
The early bird may get the worm, but the second mouse

gets the cheese.

I drive way too fast to worry about cholesterol.

Support bacteria. They’re the only culture some people

have.

Monday is an awful way to spend 1/7 of your life.

from the newsletter of the
Mississinewa Skyhawks Inc.
Dave Hecker, editor
Somerset IN
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The President’s Message
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by David Pitcairn

PPPPPosition Fosition Fosition Fosition Fosition Filled!illed!illed!illed!illed!

Public Relations
Chairperson

Ray Fulks will help ensure the future
of  SEFSD, further the MWE, and help

promote the club to the City and the
General Public!

BALANCING:
Tips for balancing a new airplane

Here’s a neat idea for balancing your new airplane in
“all directions at once.”

A model airplane has one point of balance where the
wing’s center of gravity (CG) and the fuselage centerline
intersect. That’s where the secret lies, and here is how you
can use that point to get a perfect balance for your new
airplane.

When you build the wing, install a light plywood block at
this intersection (your plans will show the recommended
CG). For a high-wing model, the block should be installed
on the top of the wing. On a low-wing model, the block

Hopefully the “June Gloom”
is not dampening anyone’s spirits
too much and everyone is getting
out and enjoying themselves.  As
we get closer to the World Cham-
pionships in August the F5B team
will be practicing a lot, so it is safe

to say I will be doing a lot of flying this summer.

Thank you to Paul Guidice for volunteering to
represent the club at the Mission Bay Parks meetings so
that we are informed of anything that may affect the
SEFSD.  I joined him at the last meeting which turned out
to be quite a joke fest since everyone was in a good mood
after their Memorial Day weekend.

Thank you to our new Public Relations representa-
tive, Ray Fulks.  Ray has done a lot for the club in the past
and present and being that he is an intelligent and level
headed guy, I know he will do a great job.

Ray and I will be joining Paul at some of the Mission
Bay Parks Meetings but the more the merrier, so if you are
interested in learning more about the inner workings of San
Diego, let me know and I will tell you how to get to the
meeting.

The Board of Directors met and decided to host the
Mid Winter Electrics in 2005.  I really appreciate all the
time and effort that the volunteers committed this year and
would be thrilled if they could help out again and maybe
motivate others in the club to volunteer also.  Next month
I will include a list of positions for anyone interested in
taking a more active part of this world class event.  Ben-
efits?  Well, one of the benefits is that as a part of the
MWE team you will get to know and work with some
really great people who are a pleasure to know!

should be installed on the bottom of the wing. Mark the
center of the CG on the block and leave the wing uncov-
ered so any necessary weight can be added for lateral
balance.

When you are ready to balance, install a small screw eye
into the block and hang the assembled airplane from the
eye bolt. Fasten sufficient (use as little as possible) weight
to the main spar of the wing to achieve lateral balance.
Now, move the battery, receiver, or weight as required to
attain proper balance, from front to back. This simple
system will result in an accurately balanced model.

from The Cam Journal
Central Arizona Modelers Inc.
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I was born in Omaha in 1934. Nebraska weather
sometimes requires long periods of indoor constrained
activities.

My first airplane ride was in a 35HP Piper cub in
about 1940-41. And I caught the airplane fever. I know I
spent many hours confined indoors (in Nebraska!) by the
weather. So I combined my interests in airplanes with the
hobby of building them. At first they were mostly replicas
of famous warplanes (WW2 was big news). Later, when I
was older, I tried to build airplanes that would fly! These
were all rubber powered craft, often replicas of famous
WW2 airplanes. Most of the
time, they didn’t fly, AT
ALL!!

But as I got older and
more experienced in airplane
construction, I began to
meet with some sucesses. I
think the first model to
exhibit stable flight qualities
was a model of a radial
engine Cessna. This was
while I was in elementary
school. In about 1947, my
father (having observed all of
this model building) bought
me an Arden 0.09 gas
engine (and I do mean gas)!
It had a spark plug, points, coil and a battery pack. But it
did run, though somewhat cranky about it!

It wasn’t long (it seemed) until glow plugs were
introduced, along with alcohol based fuels. The Arden ran
fine with a glow plug.

After we moved to Lincoln Nebraska (see photo),
my brother and I continued to build model airplanes.
About this time I discovered the rubber powered models
made by, I think, Carl Goldberg, called the RANGERS.
They were great, and I built many of them.

In the late 40s and early 50s, I built many liquid
fueled planes, free flight and U control. I lost several
airplanes to unexpected updafts and watched them fly

away! Once I chased one in my Model A Ford with my
brother hanging out the window to follow the plane! Not
one ever came back, dispite return phone numbers and
addresses!

Anyway, my first experience with radio controlled
models was in about 1960. I lived in Riverside, CA. and
my brother had moved to Anaheim, CA. We got together
and built a beautiful model with a 0.19 engine. The RC
system was really primitive by today’s standards. The
receiver was a single vacuum tube unit that worked on the
“quieting” behavior of super-regenerative receivers when

the carrier was keyed. This
worked an on-off circuit that
triggered a three position,
rubber band driven, mechani-
cal escapement. One pulse
was right rudder, two was left
rudder, and the third position
provided slight up-elevator!

I think we obtained only
one successful flight! We tried
many other times!

Until recently, that was
my whole history with model
airplanes. I joined SEFSD
about 4 or 5 years ago. The
current technology is great! I
fly mostly “park flyer” type

airplanes. Living, as I do, in Leucadia, the trip down the 5
to the flying field can be a chore, competing with the
morning rush hour! But that flying field facility is a
temendous asset! We need to do whatever is needed to
keep occupancy of that property. Having a large member-
ship should go a long way with the city. Think about some
of the dedicated facilities in Balboa park that, I am sure,
have fewer members than we do!

Sometimes I fly at Stagecoach park in La Costa.
During the week, no one is there! And, the field is very
large, just be careful to avoid the lighting poles (not many,
but they are huge!).

Now that I am fully retired, I can spend more time
flying. It’s one of the things I really love doing!!

Dick Anderson
An Autobiography
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Minutes from the May Meeting
by David Fee
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Introduction-
David Pitcairn called the May
meeting to order on 05/25/04 at
7:10PM.  Cliff Walker was a first
time guest and expressed that he
intends to join the club.  There
were no other guests or visitors in
attendance.

Old Business-
Chuck Grim reported that he and Lou Rossé had cleaned a
lot of weeds away from the end of the runway.  Thank you
for removing the arresting hooks!!

New Business-
Announcements were made that there is continuing study
at the flying field to determine the extent and condition of
the waste in the old landfill.  A cesium magnetic detector is
being used, which can reportedly identify not only barrels,
but also ancient rivers.  The researchers will return later to
drill and sample the contents of any barrels found.

There was continued discussion of the possibility of having
semi-permanent portable restrooms at the field.  The idea is
unpopular with the membership, as well as with the board
of directors.

Wayne Walker suggested that the Board of Directors speak
with the city about nighttime visitors and any possible
vandalism they may contribute to.  A motion was passed to
have the Board compose a formal letter to the city council
regarding the above concerns.

Club Competitions and Events-
Ray Fulks and Tim Ataway reported on the pattern contest
that was held in February at the Chula Vista flying site.
SEFSD was well represented, and first through third places
went to Ray Fulks, Pedro Brantuas and Steve Neu, respec-
tively.  Congratulations!

Ray also announced the upcoming San Diego Association
of Model Clubs Fun Fly-Team Event.  It will be held at

9AM on June 19th at the Chula Vista flying site.  To join the
team, please contact Ray Fulks.

There was no report on the Electroglide event.
Electroglide is always held at 9:30AM on the Saturday
following the meeting.  Please contact Don Wemple for full
details.

Wayne Walker reported that he will be unable to organize
future “Unlimited Electroglide” for the time being due to
work commitments.

Membership-
If you have any questions regarding membership, the
membership chairman, Pandi Bala, can be reached at
pandi@san.rr.com.  Membership dues are $35 per year and
include a subscription to Peak Charge, as well as full use
of the club flying field seven days a week.

Club Raffle-
There was the usual fine assortment of raffle prizes,
including kits, motors, batteries and other accessories.  This
month, Diversity Model Aircraft donated one of their new
“Li-Saver” devices.

Show & Tell-
Some of you may remember Paul.  He is an engineer and
solar power experimenter and he came to report his
progress since this time last year.  He brought samples of
several new types of solar cells and detailed some of the
features of his new solar powered model.  It is equipped
with telemetry and GPS, uses an Aveox 2739 motor and
has a home-built power distribution control unit.  It uses
sensors to monitor the output of the solar cells and has a
computer to adjust the load to each of the 6 banks of cells
to maximize power output.  He will attempt to set new
altitude and distance records this summer.

Mike Blott showed a tiny new biplane model.  It uses
an RFFS micro radio control system with coil/magnet
actuators ather than servos.  The actuators give full
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first side of the mold well, then repeat the process above
to finish the mold.  The second side is just a mirror image
of the first.  When the mold is complete you can trim the
edges and sand them smooth.

The only time an aircraft has too much fuel on board is
when it’s on fire.— Sir Charles Kingford Smith, some
time before his death in the 1920s

I hope you either take up parachute jumping or stay out of
single motored airplanes at night. — Charles A.
Lindbergh to Wiley Post, 1931

Never fly the “A” model of anything. — Ed Thompson

Keep thy airspeed up, lest the earth come from below and
smite thee. — William Kershner

Advice given to RAF pilots during WWII: When a prang
seems inevitable, endeavor to strike the softest, cheapest
object in the vicinity, as slowly and gently as possible.

There is nothing more useless to a pilot than the sky above
him or the runway behind him. — Author unknown

The Cub is the safest airplane in the world; it can just
barely kill you.— Attributed to Max Stanley, Northrop
test pilot

If you’re faced with a forced landing, fly the thing as far
into the crash as possible. — Bob Hoover

It occurred to me that if I did not handle the crash cor-
rectly, there would be no survivors. — Ricard Leakey,
after engine failure in a single-engine aircraft, Nairobi,
Africa, 1993

Though I Fly Through the Valley of Death, I Shall Fear No
Evil, For I am 80,000 Feet and Climbing. — Sign over
the entrance to the SR-71 operating location at
Kadena AB, Okinawa

The emergencies you train for almost never happen. It’s
the one you can’t train for that kills you.— Ernest K.
Gann, advice from the old “pelican”

See you next month when we will make a fuselage!

A  clear conscience is usually a sign of a bad memory.

Change is inevitable, except from vending machines.

Plan to be spontaneous tomorrow.

Always try to be modest, and be proud of it!

If you think nobody cares, try missing a couple of pay-
ments.

How many of you believe in telekinesis? Raise my hand
...What’s the speed of dark?

How do you tell when you’re out of invisible ink?

When everything is coming your way, you’re in the wrong
lane.

Hard work pays off in the future. Laziness pays off now.

Everyone has a photographic memory; some just don’t
have film.

If Barbie is so popular, why do you have to buy her
friends?

Eagles may soar, but weasels don’t get sucked into jet
engines.

What happens if you get scared half to death twice?

I used to have an open mind, but my brain kept falling out.

I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.

Why do psychics have to ask you for your name?

Inside every older person is a younger person wondering
what happened.

Comments on life
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proportional control and the RTF weight is 34 grams,
including 2 pennies for nose weight!  The actuator/receiver
combo cost approximately $100.

Sean Belknap brought a Wattage CAP 232 which he
built more or less stock, with the exception of a 2.3:1
gearbox he added to the stock cobalt 400 motor.  He uses
10 KAN 1300 NiMH cells and an 11x7 APC electric
prop.  It’s a super looking model!

Steve Belknap brought a new product.  The “Li-
Saver” is a device that protects lithium cells from over-
discharge.  It plugs inline between your receiver and your
existing speed control.  Two voltage-sensing wires then get
soldered to your battery connector.  When the battery
voltage drops to a safe set point, the Li-Saver pulses your
motor…telling you it’s time to land.

Steve Younger brought a yellow Stagger wing bipe
with a 180 motor.  All up weight is a mere 7oz.  He also

brought a Zero from Cox/Estes.  This model has an RTF
weight of a mere 6oz!  As if to prove he also flies “normal
sized” models, he showed a large bipe with custom swing-
arm suspension on the man gear.  He reports that this has
really smoothed-out the takeoffs and landings, and has
improved ground handling immeasurably.

Leiland brought his Super Impress, which is a work
in progress.  He detailed several modifications he had
made to the construction sequence and showed the
cooling vent he added to the cowling.

A last-minute note was made that the June meeting
will be of standard format, rather than being a swap meet.
Also, Ron Stark announced that he has retired from
Hobby People after many years and is now working with
Pandi to promote Sureflite/GWS.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 PM.

1) Every takeoff is optional. Every landing is mandatory.

2) If you push the stick forward, the houses get bigger. If
you pull the stick back, they get smaller. That is, unless
you keep pulling the stick back; then, the houses get
bigger again.

3) Flying isn’t dangerous. Crashing is what’s dangerous.

4) It’s better to be down here wishing you were up there,
than up there wishing you were down here.

5) The only time you have too much fuel is when you’re
on fire.

6) The propeller is just a big fan in front of the airplane,
used to keep the pilot cool. When it stops, you can
actually watch the pilot sweating.

Aviation Truisms
The following is a list of aviation truths compiled by a Continental airline pilot.

7) When in doubt, hold onto your altitude. No one has
ever collided with the sky.

8) A “good” landing is one from which you can walk
away. A “great” landing is one after which you can use the
airplane again.

9) Learn from the mistakes of others. You won’t live long
enough to make all of them yourself.

10) You know you’ve landed with the wheels up if it takes
full power to taxi to the ramp.

11) The probability of survival is inversely proportional to
the angle of arrival. Large angle of arrival=small probability
of survival, and vice versa.

12) Never let an aircraft take you somewhere your brain
didn’t get to.
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Once you’ve gone all the way around and the putty has
cured, carefully pop the plug out. If you accidentally break
a piece of putty out, repair that now with more Bondo.
Carefully sand the putty flush with the board, and then
spray on some sanding sealer or paint of some sort. Once
this is sanded smooth, wax the parting board several times.
Replace the plug, wax the whole deal, and then you’re
ready to go.

It is, of course, possible to build molds from any manner of
materials.  What we’ll cover here is how to build epoxy/
fiberglass molds capable of delivering production-quality
parts.  You can do less, and you can certainly do more, but
this method works well and you can be proud of the
finished parts you will produce.

The surface of the mold is quite important, since it is where
the actual molding takes place.  The surface needs to be
hard and glossy in order to be durable and release parts
well.  It’s often desirable for the surface to be able to be
polished to remove slight imperfections introduced when
making the mold from the plug.  You can blend your own
surface coat from epoxy and various fillers, but here we’ll
use a commercially available product.  The surface coat
we will use is 908SC from Jeffco Products, located locally
in Kearny Mesa.

You will want to have some form of self-alignment for the
mold halves.  This can be achieved by making little clay
bumps or pyramids on the parting board.  These will
become molded into the mold flange and the matching part
will be molded in with the second side.  You can incorpo-
rate bolting hardware into the mold, or add them after the
fact … or just use C-clamps.  Now is the time to decide.
If you use blind nuts in the mold flanges, they can be
tacked in place on the waxed parting board with CA.
They will easily separate later.

Once the plug is in the finished parting board, the whole
assembly has been waxed several times and a coat of PVA
has been applied, then we can begin with the surface coat.
Care should be taken to minimize the air introduced when
mixing, as air bubbles in the surface coat are annoying at
best.  They can virtually ruin an otherwise perfect mold.  A
great item to have is a vacuum chamber for degassing the
epoxy… but we’ll forgo that complication for now.  The
surface coat should be gently applied with a soft brush.
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The disposable chisel-tip foam brushes work well for
applying surface coat to the corner between the plug and
the parting board.

Allow the surface coat to begin to gel, so that your finger
will no longer stick to the resin.  Apply chopped fiberglass
strands with laminating resin.  The laminating epoxy used
here is resin 1310-L6 with 3102 hardener, also from
Jeffco.  These chopped fibers help the structural glass,
which will follow, to bond to the surface coat.  They are
also useful for filling the deep corners around the perimeter
of the plug.

Here’s the surface coat, some
chopped glass, and the first layer
of  fiberglass.

Once the chopped glass has been
applied, the layers of fiberglass may be applied.  The ideal
layup consists of the surface coat, followed by several
increasing weights of fiberglass cloth, then returning to the
lighter weights and finally applying an external surface coat
layer.  The idea here is to balance the internal stresses to
minimize warping in the mold.   A simpler (and cheaper)
solution is to use all heavy glass, and support the mold by
bonding a wood or metal frame to the backside of the
mold.  In this case, we’ll skip all that and just use one
weight of heavy glass… it will work just fine for most small
applications without any external bracing.

This is the almost finished prod-
uct, showing the flanged,
threaded inserts for clamping the
mold halves together.  Allow the

mold half to cure for at least two days before removing it
from the parting board.  A thin plastic spatula will pry it
loose… just slowly work the spatula under the laminate
and make your way around the perimeter of the mold.

This is what it looks like when
you pop it up from the parting
board. Leave the plug in the mold

until you have the second side finished. Wax the plug and
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An Editorial
by Bill Fee

Do you ever long for
the good old days, “when
coffee was five cents a cup,”

and you could go to the “flicks” for a dime?
I used to deliver Liberty magazines to the door for

five cents a copy, and the corner store had  five to ten
pieces of candy for a penny.

To us old timers, everything seems so expensive now.
Your monthly PEAK CHARGE averages about two

bucks a copy, depending on the number of pages and
inserts, sometimes a little more.  Today that will  buy you a
cup of coffee with tax and tip, unless you go to Starbucks.

Your editor puts in a week’s work monthly for the
cost (to you) of a cup of coffee, or iced tea, or a soft drink
(no advertising here).  Yet there are those who would  say
that’s too much.

A postcard or an e-mail  can notify you about the
meeting and upcoming events.

Another club in the county has recently switched to
e-mail only; no hard copy. Many members of our club

don’t have e-mail.  Others are on line, but don’t want their
privacy or security disturbed by uninvited mail. It has been
suggested that I mail a black and white hard copy to these
individuals. However, a slack in quantity would increase
printing and distribution costs; we would not qualify for
bulk mail rates.

There is a concern that we may have to pay a
significant fee to the city for use of the Mission Bay site,
that this potential bill could be offset by eliminating the
printed newsletter.  As I see it, the nickel coffee is long
gone. Pro-rate both publication costs and the possible
new land use permit fee as part of an adjusted member-
ship stipend, if and when that becomes necessary.

An afterthought:  I have been ordering a quantity in
excess of the net requirement each month, and in addition
the printer overruns by a few.  I can probably reduce
printing  costs by as much as seven or eight percent,
although this will shrink the quantitiy available for pass out
at the meeting, or at the field for potential new members.

Grist for the mill.

A footnote:
Your President has scheduled monthly board meet-

ings on the first Wednesday evening of each monthat his
residence.  Occaisionally, additional meetings are sched-
uled toaddress problems, or schedule work assignments.

You are welcome to show up and contribute your two
cents’ worth,  Just be aware that you may be called upon
to carry part of the load.

The door is open.  Put your foot in it.

---just got back from the MWE meeting --- talk about going after a non profit organization status
for the club, to obtain reduced facility usage rates and avoid sales tax on everything we (as a
club) buy, including saving on PC printing and postal rates.

Think you know everything?

Rubber bands last longer when refrigerated.
There are more chickens than people in the world.

A shark is the only fish that can blink with both eyes.
Peanuts are one of the ingredients of dynamite.

There are 293 ways to make change for a dollar.
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Part II:  How to construct a mold.

This article series is intended to describe the basics for
preparing a plug for the molding process, building the mold
and finally making finished parts.  The first part addressed
the plug preparation.  This second part will cover the
basics of fiberglass mold construction.

Once the plug is completed we can start preparing for
mold construction.  The simplest fuselage mold will have
two parts.  These are generally the left and right sides, but
some shapes (like many modern jet fighters) might require
top and bottom.  In some cases you will need 4 or more
sections to your mold.  We’ll just keep things simple here.

In order to build a multi-part mold, you need to define a
parting line.  In this case, we want a parting line to run
vertically through the centerline of the fuselage.  We will
accomplish this by suspending the plug halfway through a
“parting board” which has a fuselage-shaped hole in it.
The parting board in this case will be made from 1/4"
hardboard (doorskin) material from the local home-
improvement center.

The parting board is 1/4" hard-
board.

The hole in the parting board is cut approximately 1/8”
oversize. The outline can just be traced around the plug, or
make a template.  We need to support the plug, so I then
cut some pieces of balsa, which will act as cradles.  These
are also cut out (with a drum sander on a Dremel) such
that the area where the plug will rest is oversize. I then
mark the centerline on the plug (if it’s not already visible)
and I use stiff paper masking tape along the centerline,
extending past the front and rear of the part then doubled
back on itself to form a “tab” sticking out from the plug.  I
make similar tabs in the middle for additional support.  The
tape tabs should be such that the plug will rest on them,
thus suspending the plug with its centerline aligned with the
surface of the parting board. Make sure the plug is well
waxed and PVA’d (depending on your release system).

In case you’re unfamiliar, PVA is polyvinyl alcohol.  It is a
liquid that is applied like paint with a brush, spray gun or
even a rag.  It dries to a thin film, which acts as an addi-
tional barrier, and it can be washed off the finished part
with soap and warm water.

Here you see the 1" square
aluminum tube frame and 1/2"
balsa formers.

The gap between the parting
board and the plug must be filled.  You want to have as
sharp a line as possible at the parting board/plug interface
so that you will end up with sharp, clean seams on your
finished parts.  From what I have read, the most popular
method for filling this gap is to use standard modeling clay
of the non-hardening variety.  This generally works very
well; however, I find it easier to guarantee a good seam if
something more rigid is used.  The method described here
uses Bondo auto-body filler.  We will use Bondo to first fill
the gaps in the cradles to precisely set the height of the
plug relative to the parting board.  Then we will fill the gap
around the plug.

Mix enough auto body filler (trade name Bondo... a 2-part
polyester resin product) to just coat the areas of the
cradles where the plug will rest. The plug is then pressed
into the filler putty and held securely until the filler has
cured.  Then flip the whole thing over so you can run
pieces of masking tape along the backside of the parting
board, making a seal between the board and the plug.
Once this “dam” has been made, the filler can be applied
to the gap. It is fine to do a section at a time ... the stuff
sets fairly quickly, so it’s unlikely you’d be able to do the
whole thing at once anyway. I just use plastic spatulas,
credit cards, or whatever. You want the filler to come just
above the level of the board ... you’ll sand it flush later.

Automotive body filler is used get
a nice seam around the part.

Fiberglass Fuselage Molding
By David Fee
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